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2016 Review

LANDMARK DESIGNS
A new range of bathroom fittings from Samuel Heath enabled designers
to achieve a totally coordinated finish for the increasingly popular
industrial interiors theme in residential, commercial and high-spec hotel
projects during 2016. The Landmark collection is a range of taps,
shower controls and accessories to be introduced by Samuel Heath, the
UK manufacturer renowned for high quality bathroom fittings. Inspired
by the simplified forms and functional efficiency redolent of the Bauhaus
era, Landmark consists of two striking collections, Pure and Industrial.
In Landmark Pure, Samuel Heath has created a well-balanced range,
which builds on the foundations of its existing Fairfield and Style
Moderne collections. Minimal embellishment and balanced proportions
give Landmark Pure a clean, concise appearance, whilst exquisite detail
provides the distinctive styling essential to luxury bathroom design.
Landmark Industrial offers a modern interpretation of the values and
style inspired by the rational functionalism of Bauhaus. The collection
marries bold proportions with beautiful form, completed by machine
detailing on selected areas of the fittings to create a contemporary,
urban style with a practical, highly tactile finish.
0121 766 4200 | www.samuel-heath.co.uk

KANSA
CRAFTSMANSHIP
Kansa Lighting specialise in glass & metal manufacture and
design for lighting, and also laminated coloured & stained
glass panels for the leisure industry and historical properties.
The team of skilled craftsmen manufacture custom products
including: bending glass domes and segments; fusing and
special textured effects on coloured or clear glass;
laminating to meet safety standards; stained glass panels,
tiffany or leaded; manufacture and assembly of small to large
scale metalwork; hand-finished patinas and restoration and
LED conversion of historical lighting, for both domestic and
public buildings. Kansa Lighting has excellent style selections
including: Art Deco, Victoriana, Art Nouveau, Edwardian,
Industrial, Reeded prismatic glass, bent and flat shapes and
a huge selection of prismatic blown and pressed shades, as
well as modern coloured blown glass and geometric shapes.
www.kansacraft.co.uk

MOTIVE8
CELEBRATES
2016 saw motive8 celebrate another successful year for
its gym and spa business, a reflection of the overall
continued growth in the leisure sector. Over 40 new
installations in the corporate, residential and private
property sectors helped to boost its project portfolio. 2017
is also looking to be just as strong with at least 45 new
projects in the pipeline. Nick Sadler, motive8 Director,
explained. “2016 was our best year of trading since we
launched the business over 17 years ago. We have
organised the business to ensure we have great people
both in-house and on-site across every facility, putting us
in a strong position to go out and deliver more.” motive8
provides a complete turnkey service, from consultancy,
design and supply, through to installation, management
and maintenance of bespoke gym and spa facilities.
0800 0280198 | www.m8group.co.uk
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